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ABSTRACT 
This contribution deals with employing 8 and 16-bit FreeScale microcomputers in process control 
with a view to implementation standard and modern control methods such as adaptive and robust 
controllers. Although microcomputers have limited amount of memory and computing power it is 
possible to successfully use them in this area and bring us improved regulation quality with cost 
saving. The contribution outlines the programming technique used to program the 8-bit 
microcomputers FreeScale 68HC11and 68HC08 and the 16-bit microcomputers 68HC12 in 
assembler and library of program modules for monitoring and control applications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
There is now wide choice of computer systems which can be utilized for process control and 
automation of the technological processes ranging from powerful industrial PCs to cheaper 
microcomputers and programmable logic controllers. The new generation of 8-bit and 16-bit 
microcomputers is so powerful, that it is possible to use them for most industrial applications of the 
monitoring and control systems. Possibilities of including them to the distributed systems increase 
their signification to solve partial control loops this way. We can use microcomputers for classical 
discrete control loops by the help of standard discrete control algorithms however on the basis of their 
features it is not possible to exclude them from the applications of the complicated and time-
consuming control algorithms. In this contribution there is described using of the user library focused 
to the monitoring and control which is written for the three types of FreeScale microcomputers. 
 
2. PROGRAM LIBRARY FOR MONITORING AND PROCESS CONTROL 
Higher programming languages are generally preferred today but sometimes it is useful or necessary 
to program in assembler, especially with microcontrollers. The reason may be that the maximal speed 
of the program is required, the memory is small or there is no good higher-level language compiler 
available for the microprocessor. However, undeniable disadvantage of assembler when compared to 
higher programming languages besides the troublesome portability of programs is also low 
productivity of labor. One of the ways of making assembler programming more efficient is to use a 
library of pre-created modules or subroutines. With the help of this library developer should be able to 
take required modules and put them together to form a new application with minimal changes and 
little new code written. Currently our program library contains following basic modules: digital 
input/output, analog input, three-state controller without and with the penalty, PSD controller 
(including Takahashi’s modification) and general discrete linear controller. 
 
2.1  Basic modules 
Library contains modules for handling digital input/output ports with possibility to mask unused 
inputs, negate selected inputs/outputs and others. A/D input module can process up to eight channels 
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of analog input signals using A/D converter integrated on the microcontroller. Next part of library 
contains modules of four types of controllers: three-state controller without and with penalization, 
PSD controller, Takahashi’s modification of PSD controller and general linear discrete controller. 
 
2.2  Modules for modern control methods 
Modules dedicated to modern control methods include module for recursive identification based on 
least squares, which allows to calculate controlled plant parameters in real time. Next there are two 
modules for controller parameter synthesis – one, which makes use of required model method and 
another one, which utilizes the pole placement method. Besides that a robust controller module was 
also developed. This module can be used for tuning of robust controller parameters. 
 
2.2.1 Adaptive control 
Majority of real processes has stochastic character and their parameters can be considered constant 
only with higher or less degree of incorrectness.  Many factors can induce change of the parameters of 
a process, for example change in the operating mode, different quality of the fuel or raw materials or 
change of the properties of the plant itself, caused for instance by aging. 
Adaptive system can be defined as a system, which measures behavior indexes of the plant, compares 
them with desired indexes and modifies parameters or structure of the system or generates auxiliary 
signal so that the measured indexes get near the desired indexes.[2] The behavior index can be for 
example zeroes or poles of the transfer function, overshoot of the step function, the time of regulation, 
minimal values of various integral criterions or frequency spectrum. 
The classification of adaptive systems is not unified yet, one of the possibilities is: 

• Heuristic adaptive controllers 
• Model reference adaptive systems (MRAS) 
• Systems with variable structure 
• Self tuning controllers (STC) 

For our program library was used method of self tuning controllers. These controllers are based on 
continuous estimation of controlled plant characteristics and their gradual refinement. Based on this 
knowledge an optimal controller is then proposed. This procedure makes it possible to catch changes 
in the controlled plant parameters, improve the regulation process when disturbances are present and 
also enables to automatically set up controller parameters. 
 
2.2.2 Problems of Identification for adaptive control 
The conditions for identification in the process of adaptive control are not ideal. It is necessary to 
keep in mind following presumptions: 

• Data (input) is generated by the controller 
• The aim of the controller is to eliminate disturbances and stabilize the process. That makes 

conditions for identification more difficult. 
• The process of identification for adaptive control takes long (infinite) time. It is hardly 

acceptable to assume that the estimated parameters are constant and therefore methods of 
estimating time variable parameters must be used. 

• The identification must work in different modes of the plant – in virtually stationary state, 
when disturbances are present or during shifting between various states. 

• The structure (order) of the model usually cannot be changed during the process. 
• The algorithm must be quick and reliable. 

 
2.2.3 Controller synthesis 
Basic part of an self tuning controller is the block that computes parameters of the control law 
(parameters of the controller). Presently PID controllers are mostly used in the industry. Use of these 
controllers has a long tradition, there are many methods available for tuning these controllers and the 
suppliers as well as users have wide experience with them. All these circumstances contribute to the 
fact that in real-world applications simple adaptive controllers are more common than adaptive 
controllers based on theory of optimal control. Generally it is possible to use the same methods for 
self-tuning controller as for synthesis of conventional controller. The only limiting factor can be the 
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computing power demanded for the algorithm. That is because during each sample period not only the 
parameters of the controllers must be computed, but also one step of identification of the controlled 
plant together with other operations must be performed. It is therefore necessary to choose such an 
algorithm that will be feasible on a given microcomputer with given sample period. 
For the library of program modules two well tried and in conventional controllers widely used 
methods were chosen – required model method and the pole placement. 
 
The required model method 
This method was developed for tuning of conventional controllers [7]. It allows tuning discrete or 
analog controller so that defined overshoot is achieved for stepwise reference or disturbance on the 
output of the plant. Compared to well-known Ziegler-Nichols method this method is more accurate 
and universal while the same simplicity is preserved. The transfer function GR of a controller, which 
will ensure desired transfer function Gw of the feedback system 
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This equation is based on a very general method of required model method, which is also known as 
compensating method. We suppose system with discrete controller, where the transfer function is as 
follows 
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kod is the gain of open-loop system with discrete controller, T – sample period, d – discrete tranfer 
delay. Using the procedure given in [7] we will obtain the transfer function of the controller: 
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Pole placement 
Controller based on the placement of the poles of a feedback system is designed so that it stabilizes 
closed feedback loop whereas the characteristic polynomial has pre-defined poles.  
Besides the stability it is quite easy to achieve required course of the output signal (for example 
maximal overshoot, damping etc.) [1]. For FB system the synthesis consists in solving the 
Diophantine equation  

    AFP + BQ = D                                                            (6) 
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Robust control 
The problem of robust control can be summarized as follows: We have a controller with transfer 
function  
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which was designed for a plant with transfer function  
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This plant is called nominal plant. In the real world the controller controls a plant  
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which more or less differs from the nominal plant. This second plant is called perturbed plant. The 
problem is to determine whether the controller designed for the nominal plant will be good also for 
the perturbed plant, i.e. whether the controller is robust or what conditions must be satisfied if the 
controller should be robust. Robustness of a controller thus means that the system preserves certain 
qualities not only with the transfer function it was designed for, but also for certain neighborhood of 
perturbed plants. Elegant way of design and tuning of robust controllers is provided by algebraic 
theory. The principle is quite simple: By solving the Diophantine equation all stabilizing controllers 
are found and finite controller is then chosen according to divisibility conditions. This way controller 
can be easily parameterized with a single number m>0. The only problem is that this procedure cannot 
be performed in the ring of polynomials but it is necessary to convert to the ring of stable rational 
functions Rps [3].  
 
3. CONCLUSION 
To support the implementation of standard and modern control methods on the Freescale 68HC11, 
68HC08 and 68HC12 [4], [5], [6] microcomputers the following modules were developed as a part of 
program library module: digital input/output, analog input, three-state controller without and with the 
penalty, PSD controller (including Takahashi’s modification) and general discrete linear controller, 
next for recursive identification, which employs the least squares algorithm with adaptive forgetting 
and modules for controller synthesis based on the required model method and on the pole placement 
methods. Besides that a robust controller was also implemented. To verify the functionality of the 
modules several applications were assembled, for example application for continuous process 
identification, adaptive controller based on required model method and other. These applications were 
then used for controlling of a real system. It proved that it is possible to employ modern methods of 
automatic control on existing hardware and achieve the benefits these methods offer, such as simple 
utilization, better quality of the control or energy savings.   
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